EQ-4B Provides Critical Communications Capabilities to Warfighters
Enabling Persistent Gateway Services at the Tactical Edge of Battlespace

Airborne Gateway Services

- Completed more than 10,000 combat missions
- Receives, bridges and distributes communication among all participants of battlespace
- Mission availability rate above 98 percent
- Real-time communications relay
- Flying for the USAF since 2012

Global Hawk

- Maximum Altitude: 60,000 feet
- Maximum Endurance: 32+ hours
- Operational Range: 12,300 nautical miles
- Near real-time communications
- All-weather capability

Persistent Communications at the Tactical Edge providing a gateway to connect radios for ground troops and aircraft

The ideal mission for high altitude, unmanned aircraft reducing the support required for the mission

With unmatched range and endurance the EQ-4B provides persistent operations normally limited to satellites

By carrying Airborne Gateway payloads on Global Hawk, military commanders are provided with the system’s critical networking capabilities on missions lasting more than 30 hours